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Detalles del anuncio
Propiedad para: Venta
Precio: USD 1,356,532.5

  Ubicación
País: Portugal
Estado/Región/Provincia: Distrito de Setúbal
Ciudad: Palmela
Publicado: 09/04/2024
Descripción:
Dazzling property, with 294.000 sqm (29,4 ha) with excellent accessibility to Lisbon and with a predicted
constructive capacity in the Municipal Director Plan of Palmela of around 7.500 sqm (soil implantation
index). Located near Palmela, with access via the National Road and a rural path, this property has
umbrella pines, centennial cork oaks and a magnificent view over the Sado´s Estuary.  The soil has a good
drainage and it is suitable for organic farming.  This land also has the peculiarity of having a private
airstrip.  Interesting points:  - Montado´s Golf - 10 minutes  - Ermelinda Freitas Wine Cellars - 10
minutes  - Palmela´s Castle - 20 minutes - Setúbal - 30 minutes - Lisbon - 35 minutes - Comporta - 40
minutes  Porta da Frente Christie�s is a real estate agency that has been operating in the market for more
than two decades. Its focus lays on the highest quality houses and developments, not only in the selling
market, but also in the renting market. The company was elected by the prestigious brand Christie�s �
one of the most reputable auctioneers, Art institutions and Real Estate of the world � to be represented in
Portugal, in the areas of Lisbon, Cascais, Oeiras, Sintra and Alentejo. The main purpose of Porta da
Frente Christie�s is to offer a top-notch service to our customers.

  Común
Pies cuadrados terminados: 294000 m2

  Lease terms
Date Available:

  Información adicional
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https://www.imlix.com/es/casas/listing-5629761.html
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URL sitio web: http://www.arkadia.com/HWHB-T550/?utm_campa
ign=multicast&utm_medium=web&utm_source=I
MLIX.COM

  Contact information
IMLIX ID: pdf-pf28589
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